Recently there has been a lot of interest in monitoring and identifying changes in dynamic networks, which has led to the development of a variety of monitoring methods.
Introduction
Dynamic network monitoring, also referred to as network surveillance, is becoming an active and interdisciplinary stream of research combining both network science and industrial statistics.
A simulation-based strategy to compare network monitoring methods
The typical strategy for assessing the performance of a network monitoring method is to apply the method to a well-studied network application that best fits the criteria of the method itself (Savage et al. 2014; Woodall et al. 2017 ; Zhao et al. 2018) . Without a formal comparison to other methods, the practitioner is lead to believe that every method is the "best" method. Simulated networks are required to fully evaluate the performance of a monitoring method. Simulated networks allow us to understand not only how and when a particular method performs well, but also when a method does not perform well. Such an investigation requires several choices to be made. Because this investigation is conducted via computer simulation, the choices one must decide on the manner in which the data (i.e., the networks) are generated. One must next decide on the monitoring objective from which data is observed. The monitoring objective largely depends on the application. For example, in a dynamic biological network, one is often interested in identifying small local changes among the interactions of the biological unit. On the other hand, in social networks, the primary goal is to detect communication outbreaks among groups of individuals as well as large structural changes in the community structure of the individuals over time. In this paper, we use social networks as an example to further elaborate the general framework. It is important to emphasize that our proposed strategy is suitable for any type of network.
A family of simulated networks should reflect two primary characteristics of dynamic networks: a) the dependence within and between networks in the sequence, and b) the time and type of change in the network sequence. The dependence in the network sequence can be characterized by dynamic network generative models. One must decide, for instance, whether the sequence of simulated networks are independent and identically distributed, or whether a dependency is imposed. In the social network literature, several statistical models have been proposed for analyzing networks. Static network models characterize the observed set of links of a single network; whereas, dynamic network models control the mechanisms that govern changes in the network over time (Goldenberg et al., 2010) . One can use dynamic models directly to generate a sequence of networks. Well-known models include continuous time Markov chain models (Holland and Leinhardt, 1977; Snijders, 2005; and Wasserman, 1980) and discrete time Markov models (Hanneke et al., 2010 , and Sarkar and Moore, 2006) . Alternatively, one can use the static models to generate the dynamic network by random sampling, see the works of Wilson et al. (2019) and Yu et al. (2018) . There are many static models available; for example, the Erdӧs-Ré nyi model (Erdӧs and Rényi, 1960), exponential random graph models (Wasserman and Pattison, 1996) , the degree corrected stochastic block model (Karren and Newman, 2011) , and the latent space model (Hoff et al., 2002) .
The second characteristic that we consider is the type of change in the selected generative model.
Use social networks as an example, we model changes that are common in social networks with community structure, including the birth and death of a community, merging of two communities, the division of a community, and others. We discuss these in more detail in Section 2.2.
Dependent dynamic network generation
We are interested in generating an ordered sequence of networks that demonstrate various types of change. Let represents the observed network at time . Like Wang et al. (2017) , we assume each network is generated from some known underlying model that governs the generative process. That is, the configuration of the network at time , , depends on a generative model , and the network configuration at time − 1, −1 . We denote the generative model as =< , Θ, >, that is characterized by (i) , which specifies the network model, (ii) Θ, which represents the network model parameters and (iii) , which is the continuity parameter. The continuity parameter 0 ≤ ≤ 1 controls the proportion of edges that are retained from the previous network. A dependent network at time is assumed to be generated in the following way:
for each edge, keep the connection from time − 1 with probability 1 − , and with probability , generate the connection according to the network model . In simulating networks in this fashion, the networks in the sequence of generated networks are dependent (for ≠ 1 ).
Furthermore, networks generated from same generative model resemble each other although they are not identical due to randomness. Only when the generative model changes do we consider it a "network change". As such, a network change can arise from a change in the network model, the network model parameters or the continuity parameter. Formally, to generate a dynamic network with change, we generate an ordered sequence of random networks ( ) = { 1 , … , } according to
By simulating ( ) as in (1), we introduce a change in the network at time * that persists across the remaining networks in the sequence. In this way, = { 1 , … , * −1 } are generated as "typical" networks; whereas, = { * , … , } are "anomalous" networks. The overall network generative process is illustrated in Figure 1 . The goal of the monitoring method then is to "signal" as quickly as possible following the time point of change * .
[insert Figure 1 here]
Degree corrected stochastic block model
Although any network model (Type) may be used to generate network , in this paper we use the degree corrected stochastic block model (DCSBM). In the following, we describe this model and demonstrate various types of network changes induced by changes to the model parameters.
In this paper, we only focus on the changes arising from the network model parameters, i.e., * = structure and (ii) degree heterogeneity. The communities of a network refer to subnetworks for which the level of interaction between nodes within communities is larger than between communities. Let = ([ ], ) be an undirected network with nodes, communities, and edges E. Let = ( 1 , … , ) denote the community labels where is the community label for node .
The DCSBM accounts for community structure through a × symmetric matrix where the element , dictate the propensity of connection between nodes in communities and . Note that the community label of each node is often assumed unknown, but in practice, an appropriately chosen community detection algorithm may be used to determine them (see Fortunato (2010) and
Porter et al. (2009) for reviews). Degree heterogeneity refers to the variability in individuals'
likelihood to interact with others, regardless of their community membership. The DCSBM accommodates this phenomenon with a degree parameter = ( 1 , … , ) which allows for each node in the network to have a different propensity for connection. Hence for we consider Type as a DCSBM in this paper with parameters Θ = ( , , ), i.e., =< DCSBM, ( , , ), >.
Mathematically, the network can be represented by its adjacency matrix, an × symmetric
where is equal to the number of interactions between nodes ≠ . Since selfloops are not allowed, the adjacency matrix has zeros on its diagonal. Given , and , under the DCSBM, the edge variables are independent Poisson random variables with mean , i.e.,
The parameter is arbitrary to within a multiplicative constant, which is absorbed into the parameter. Thus, the DCSBM is not identifiable without some constraints on . Here we require the sum of ś in the same community to equal the number of nodes in that community, namely,
for all = 1,2,…, , where denotes the number of nodes in community . For a more detailed overview of the DCSBM, see the work of Karrer and Newman (2011) .
We note that the DCSBM is a generalization of the stochastic block model of Nowicki and Snijders (2001 reflect a different type of change in the dynamic network, as described in Table 1 .
[insert Table 1 here]
Network monitoring problem
The goal of network monitoring is to distinguish anomalous behavior from typical behavior in an ordered sequence of network observations ( ). A general framework for network monitoring is statistical process monitoring (SPM) (Wilson et al. 2019 ). The philosophy behind SPM is to distinguish between common-cause variation that is attributable to a relatively stable underlying process, and special-cause variation that is unusual relative to the underlying process. In general, SPM provides a methodology for the real-time monitoring of any characteristic of interest.
To perform network monitoring, one generally first specifies a statistic , or more generally a vector of statistics , that provides some local or global summary of the network . has a large detection rate and a small CED, reflecting that the method has a high probability of detecting a change and also detects it quickly.
Comparative study
In this section, we illustrate the proposed comparison framework with a simulation study used to compare several network surveillance methodologies. To compare the aforementioned monitoring methods, we evaluate their performance over a broad range of change-scenarios defined in the context of the undirected and non-attributed DCSBM, as described in Section 2.2. The scenarios we consider are chosen to cover a wide range of realistic network changes, and they serve to illustrate when the considered methods are appropriate and when they are not. We provide an overview of the three classes of methods in Section 3.1 and we describe the various change-scenarios in Section 3.2.
Description of monitoring methods
In our simulation, we consider and compare 15 monitoring methodologies. These methods can be categorized as nonparametric methods based on global network summary statistics, scan-based methods and model-based methods. Each class (and each method within a class) is described in the following subsections. Table 2 provides an overview of the methods considered.
[insert Table 2 
where 0 < ≤ 1 is a smoothing parameter and 0 =̂ is commonly chosen as the starting point for the moving average. The steady-state control limits associated with this chart are given by
Many different network summary statistics have been developed over the years. The EWMA strategy is applicable to any such summary statistics that describes the structure of a network. Table 3 shows the summary statistics we select in this study, labelled according to the categorization of Newman (2018). These summary statistics are selected because they are commonly used in the literature and represent many potential measures available for monitoring.
For example, the average closeness or maximum closeness over all nodes in the network helps to
give insight into group cohesion. In the application of the EWMA chart, we choose = 0.5 based on the comparative conclusion drawn in Hosseini et al. (2018) .
[insert Table 3 
Prospective monitoring is carried out by observing ( 0 * , 1 * , 2 * ) through time. An anomaly is signaled when * > 5 for at least one of = 0,1,2.
It is important to note that this scan method requires 40 network observations before monitoring can commence. The advantage of this moving window approach is that the network's expected behavior can adapt over time as the network evolves naturally. However, as the window moves along, undetected anomalies are incorporated into the baseline, making it nearly impossible to detect a significant change in the network if the change is not identified almost immediately. 
Model-based methods

Recently
Where i is the node index. To check if the node propensity changes in community , the following statistic is monitored:
Here, the mean vector ( ) of the log-ratio coordinates is estimated by the sample mean vector, and the in-control covariance matrix ( ) is estimated by the successive difference estimator using the m network observations in Phase I. The monitoring statistic from Equation (10) is compared with an upper control limit (UCL) to see if the network has changed. A commonly used upper control limit for a prospective Phase II study is
where is the number of nodes in community and is the Phase I sample size. Note that in order to compute (10) the inverse of the covariance matrix Σ ( ) must be calculated, and for large networks, this may be difficult to do.
To summarize, both methods seek to identify the change by monitoring DCSBM parameter estimates with an appropriately chosen control chart. Such model-based methods are advantageous because they identify more than when a network has changed; they also provide insight into both how and where the network changed depending on which control chart signals.
However, the performance of such methods may deteriorate if the model is misspecified -a point we return to in Section 5.
Simulation settings
In this section, we describe how we apply the general comparison strategy proposed in Section 2 in the context of our investigation, and in doing so we illustrate how the proposed framework can be used in practice. As was described in Section 2, this strategy facilitates the comparison and evaluation of each monitoring method and the assessment of its ability to identify different types of network changes under controlled circumstances on synthetic networks. The simulated dynamic networks are generated according to the generative process described in Section 2.1. The DCSBM is chosen as the network model to flexibly accommodate the changes described in Section 2.2. We assume the network model and the continuity parameter do not change over time and only focus on the changes associated with the DCSBM parameters.
We consider dynamic networks configured at each combination of the following simulation settings: continuity parameter = 0.5 or 1, network size = 40 or 100 with = 1 or 2 communities. Note that if a dynamic network is generated with = 1, the network instances are independent. This is the most common simulation approach. See, for example, Azarnoush et al. Two-community DCSBM = 2
In a two-community network, we consider 5 different types of change. We consider both communication outbreaks as well as changes to the community structure. In many cases, changes in the community structure will be reflected by changes in the parameters describing the DCSBM.
That is, each of these 5 changes is produced by changing the component values of → * . For a detailed discussion on the relationship between changing the community structure → * and its relationship to → * , see Wilson et al. (2019) . In the case of two communities, we assume that the baseline community labels are known. We discuss the impact of determining community membership via a community detection algorithm in Section 4.5.
We refer to the 5 types of changes as intensified communication, community splitting, community merging, community formation and community fragmentation inspired by Peel and Clauset (2015) . In the intensified communication scenario, a communication outbreak is imposed in a single community by specifying 11 → 11 * . The changes to community structure are defined as: split, when one community divides into two; merge, when two communities combine (the opposite of split); form when the network has one community and nodes around this community and then these nodes start to form a community; and fragment, when one of two communities breaks up (the opposite of form). All of these changes can signify an important transition in the system, and so it is important to be able to detect such changes. We also suspect that the size of each community in a two-community network might affect the performance of the monitoring methods. To investigate this, we also study different node configurations. Let ̅ = ( 1 , 2 ) denote the node distribution in a two-community network where 1 and 2 represent the number of nodes in each community. In this study, we considered ̅ = (0.1,0.9) , (0.25,0.75) and (0.5,0.5) to represent large, medium and no disparity in community sizes.
[insert Figure 2 here] To summarize, each method is tested on data generated by (i) a dynamic one-community DCSBM configured by a combination of continuity parameter, network size and network change and (ii) a dynamic two-community DCSBM configured by a combination of continuity parameter, network size, network change, and discrepancy in community size.
For each simulation setting, we generate = 200 in-control networks followed by networks that have undergone a network change. The first 200 networks are the baseline of Phase I samples.
Then at time = 201, we implement the network change and we simulate the anomalous networks until = 250. This is done independently 1000 times, and each time all of the methods are evaluated in their ability to detect the change quickly. To summarize the performance of each method, we use the detection rate and CED defined in Section 2 as evaluation metrics. For a given method, the detection rate is computed as the proportion of time (in 1000 simulation runs) the method signals a change at least once in the time range 201 ≤ ≤ 250. Then, given a signal has occurred, the CED is computed as the average number of time anomalous networks observed before the signal. For computational efficiency, we set the time limit = 50 and assess the ability of methods to detect a change within a 50 observations.
Results and discussion
We now present and discuss the results of our comparison study. In Section 4.1, we first show the performance of considered methods in a no-change scenario. We then summarize the results in a one-community DCSBM in Section 4. 
In-control performance
We begin by showing the performance of the methods on a no-change (in-control) scenario. In this case, any signal is a false alarm and one would expect that all of the methods show similar false detection rates for a fair comparison. Figure 3 shows the no-change scenario in a onecommunity network ( = 0.2) and Figure 4 shows the no-change scenario for the two-community network with = ( 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 ). Both figures show that the methods perform similarly in terms of the detection rate. Given that we observe false alarms, the CEDs are approximately 30. For the independent networks ( = 1, blue and purple), the false detection rates are low for all methods, except method 5, 6 and 13. Method 5 and 6 are based on the closeness statistics and method 13 is the scan method. This implies that compared to the other methods, monitoring based on closeness or Priebe's scan statistic gives more false alarms. When the structure of the dynamic network is time-dependent ( = 0.5), the false detection rates grow for most of the methods. This is in line with results for monitoring autocorrelated variables (Bisgaard and Kulahci, 2005) . For most of the methods, the false detection rate becomes alarmingly high. These charts will signal a change in a rate from 20% to 50% -even though there is no actual change. This can become a serious drawback for these methods, as temporal dependence is often observed in network streams. One possible solution could be to adjust the control limits to obtain a lower false alarm rate. However, this would require detailed knowledge of the network's time dependence structure. Note that method 15 does not signal any false alarms, therefore the CEDs are not reported in Figures 3 and 4 .
[insert Figure 3 here]
[insert Figure 4 here]
One community
Global change and local change
The first types of change we study are the global and local increases in the communication level.
In the global scenario, all nodes start to communicate more intensely. Any methods are expected to signal on this obvious change. Figure 5 displays the results. We see that most methods detect the change in nearly 100% of the simulation runs, except methods 5, 6, 11, 13 and 15. When considering the CED, methods 1, 3, 7, 9 and 14 work the best, where they all signal the change within 10 time points on average.
We see low detection rates for methods 5 and 6 which are both based on closeness. As such, it appears as though the closeness of the nodes does not capture the change quite as well as the other measures. Notice that the performance is especially poor when the network size is small, i.e., = 40. The poor performance of method 11 which is based on the maximum of shortest path length is expected because the maximum value of the shortest path length of each node apparently does not change significantly in the global scenario. The poor performance of the scan method (13) may seem unexpected. It can be explained by its moving window property, where the undetected anomalous networks are incorporated into its baseline. The poor performance of Yu's method (15) is unsurprising as it is designed to detect individual propensity changes and the ′ are scaled so that their average is always 1.
[insert Figure 5 here]
Next, in Figure 6 , it shows the comparison when there is a local change in a one-community network. It is clear that method 1 perform the best, with a detection rate above 60% when = 40 and above 90% when = 100. Methods 3, 7, 9, 10 and 14 also show good detection power. These [insert Figure 6 here] Figure 7 shows the comparison results for the propensity change where nodes become more heterogeneous in their connection propensities. It is clear that method 15 works the best in terms of detection rate and CED. This is unsurprising because this method is designed specifically to detect propensity changes. Methods 5, 6, 7 and 8 -based on closeness or a clustering coefficient -also have high detection rates, but the CED is larger than for method 15 and so it takes a longer time for them to detect the change.
Propensity change
[insert Figure 7 here]
Two known communities
In the following scenarios, we assume that the network contains two communities and the community label of each node is known. As such, methods 14 and 15 have a slight advantage as they incorporate the community information, unlike the other methods which are based on the global network summary statistics (methods 1-12) or on a scan statistics (method 13).
Intensified communication
First, we consider intensified communication where the communication level in one of the two communities increases, i.e., 11 . The results for this scenario are depicted in Figure 8 . Several methods are very capable of detecting this change. Method 14 is designed to detect these types of changes and it performs the best as expected. Method 1, which is based on degree, shows nearly equivalent performance to method 14. We also see that the global methods based on clustering coefficients work well (methods 7 and 8), where the global clustering coefficient (7) works much better than the local cluster coefficient (8) . Method 3 based on betweenness and method 9 based on diameter also detect all shifts but their CED is less desirable than that of either method 1 or method 14. In general, we see improved performance of all methods in a larger network size.
[insert Figure 8 here]
Merge and split Figure 9 shows the results when two communities merge into one community. It is clear from the figure that method 14 outperforms all the others. The other methods, though some have high detection rates (methods 3 and 9), all of them have undesirably high CED values. Besides, methods 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13 and 15 have detection rates less than 25%, and thus they are not adequately able to detect this type of change. Note that their detection rates are similar to the ones observed in the no-change scenario.
We also study the split scenario (the opposite of merge). In this scenario, a single community splits into two separate communities. As with the merging of communities, method 14 is the best at detecting community splitting. The results are very similar to Figure 9 , so we do not display them here. It is important to note that the split scenario is not the same as the local change scenario discussed previously because in this case we assume that there exist two communities to begin with.
[insert Figure 9 here]
Fragment and form Figure 10 shows the results of the fragment scenario. In this scenario, we begin with two communities with comparable communication levels before the change. After the change, however, one community shows a higher intensity and the other community starts to disappear. As with all of the two-community scenarios, method 14 works well. Figure 10 demonstrates that methods 1,3,7,8, and 10 also perform well. Surprisingly, the scan method does not work very well in this case. This is most likely due to the moving window which incorporates anomalous behavior that is not immediately detected.
[insert Figure 10 here]
Impact of node configuration
In each of two-community scenarios discussed above, we also evaluate the impact of the relative sizes of the two communities. In particular, we investigate the impact of changing the size of the first community to be either 50%, 25% or 10% of the total network size.
We start with the intensified communication scenario, where one (the small) community becomes more active, see Figure 11 . The performance of the compared methods based on the global network summary statistics all perform worse as the size of the intensified community decreases. This is unsurprising since a change to a small number of nodes in a small network represents a very small signal-to-noise ratio that will be difficult for a global statistic to discern.
Method 14 appears to perform reasonably well in each case, and it is the only method that performs adequately in the 10% case.
[insert Figure 11 here] Next, we consider the split, merge, fragment and form changes. We discuss these together as the relative performance of the considered methods is similar across the three node configuration cases. Figure 12 depicts the results for fragment change. Interestingly, with respect to the global network statistics, the effect of node configuration is opposite of the intensified communication change; as the size of the first community becomes smaller, methods based on the global network statistics perform better and show near 100% detection rates as well as low CED values, see panels (b) and (c) in Figure 12 . This result is likely because the second and larger community also changes in these four scenarios whereas it does not change in intensified communication scenario. Hence, when ̅ = (0.1,0.9) and (0.25,0.75) , these four types of change not only affect the first small community but also the second large community, and it leads the methods based on global network statistics to identify the change easily.
Although not shown here, for split and merge, methods 2, 5, 6 and 12 do not perform well when ̅ = (0.1,0.9) . The differential performance of these methods in split/merge relative to fragment/form arises likely because the changes to the matrix are larger in fragment/form (0.3 to 0.1) cases than in split/merge (0.2 to 0.1) cases. We also point out that method 14 shows good performance for each node configurations, and methods 13 and 15 are not capable of detecting split, merge, fragment or form scenarios, irrespective of the node configuration.
[insert Figure 12 here]
Two unknown communities
In the previous discussion of results in a two-community network, we assume the community label is known. Here we discuss the case when the community label is unknown. When the community structure of the dynamic network is unknown, the community label must be estimated using Phase I networks so that the parameters of a block model can be calculated in Phase II as it is necessary for the model-based methods. The estimation of the community labels, commonly known as community detection. Many detection methods have been developed, see Fortunato Adopting the Phase I vs. Phase II framework of the SPM literature, we assume that the networks generated in Phase I are identically distributed. Consider the average network from Phase I, whose (i,j)th entry is the average edge weight between node i and node j over Phase I networks. If the expected value of this network has no identical rows, then spectral clustering of the graph will provide asymptotically consistent community label estimates. In practice, this suggests that if the number of Phase I network is large enough, we obtain consistent estimators for the community structure for the sequence of graphs before the time change * . This fact is a consequence of the main result presented in Han et al. (2015) . Error in community label estimation will introduce error in the parameter estimates, and this error will increase for short Phase I windows. We therefore advise using as many Phase I networks as possible, but the choice depends on the judgement of the practitioner and the availability of data.
In this realistic situation, in which the community labels are unknown, the performance of model-based methods like methods 14 and 15 may be seriously impacted. From the results already discussed, we have found that method 15, even when the community labels are known, does not adequately detect any of the two-community changes outlined in Figure 2 . As such, we investigate the effect of community detection on method 14 only, and specifically in the merge and split scenarios. The results are presented in Figure 13 . We see that when the community labels are [insert Figure 13 here]
Overview of results
We have compared 15 monitoring methods by testing their performance on a variety of realistic changes that a dynamic network may undergo. Table 4 summarizes the performance of all of the methods. For each method (and each type of change) we categorize its performance as good, moderate or poor and denote this with the symbols ✓✓, ✓ and , respectively. A method receives a designation of "good" for a given change if it has (near) 100% detection rate for both = 40 and = 100 and for = 0.5 and = 1 as well as a CED less than 10. A method receives a designation of "moderate" for a given change if it has at least 75% detection rate for all and as well as a CED between 10 to 30, and a method is designated as "poor" for a given change if the detection rate never exceeds 25% for all and . The rightmost column of Table 4 indicates which method performs best for the respective scenario.
[insert Table 4 propensities. Method 15 is designed especially for this type of change, and so it shows strong performance in this scenario. A practical strategy would be to use these two methods in tandem, thereby increasing the number of types of change one is able to detect.
The methods based on the global network summary statistics work well if the majority of the nodes in the network change in some way. Otherwise, these methods break down. As such, in practice we recommend that a global network statistic-based method only be used if one anticipate detecting changes that affect more than half of the network. Note that in general, the global statistics based on a maximum of a certain statistic tend to show worse performance than their counterpart based on the average statistic. This is because the average statistics capture the change in parts of the network better, whereas the maximum values can be unchanged when a part of the network changes. Due to this finding, we do not recommend the use of global network summary statistics based on maxima.
Overall, when considering the problem of network monitoring in practice and choosing a monitoring strategy, a practitioner must think carefully about the type of changes they wish to identify. That says, we reduce the number of possibilities by recommending that methods 2(average eigenvector centrality), 4(maximum betweenness), 5(average closeness), (maximum closeness), 8(average local clustering coefficient), 12(assortativity) and 13(scan method) be eliminated from consideration because they are consistently out-performed by other alternatives.
Ultimately, the best method depends on the network structure and the type of change one is interested in detecting. To detect …
• …global change in a one community network use method 14 proposed by Wilson et al. (2019) or use an EWMA chart based on average degree, average betweenness, global clustering coefficient or diameter.
• … propensity change use method 15 proposed by Yu et al. (2018) .
• … any change in a two community with unbalanced node configuration, i.e., ̅ = (0.1,0.9) , use method 14 proposed by Wilson et al. (2019) or use an EWMA chart based on average degree, average betweenness, global clustering coefficient or average path length.
• …any change in a two community with balanced node configuration, i.e., ̅ = (0.5,0.5) , use method 14 proposed by Wilson et al. (2019) or use an EWMA chart based on average degree, average betweenness or average path length.
We note that the scan method proposed by Priebe et al. (2005) performed poorly in our study. This is likely due to the fact that we assume the dynamic network is stable over time and thus the moving window associated with that method is of little benefit. As an extension to this work one might consider adding some volatility to the simulated dynamic network, in which case the performance of their method would likely improve.
Conclusion
Network surveillance is an exciting practical problem and a tremendously fruitful research area.
Many monitoring methodologies exist already, and many more are currently being developed. We 
